Fiche de poste : 3 pages (dont 1 annexe)
Position title: PhD student funded by a Doctoral Research
Grant (IRGA)
Characteristics of the position:
Functions/ features
Employment type (referens
III )
Category
Body
Quotas

Ph D

1

Assignment: Centre de recherches juridiques (CRJ) & PACTE (ODENORE)

Context and work environment
Structure description
As part of the Research Initiatives in Grenoble Alpes (IRGA), the Doctoral Research Grant (ADR) aims to finance a Ph D
in public law or sociology in order to carry out a transdisciplinary study, combining legal and sociological analyzes, on
the non-use of social rights (ENORDOS). It aims to create a new collective dynamic between a legal laboratory (CRJ) and
a social science laboratory (PACTE). The non-use of rights has long been a strong focus of University research thanks to
ODENORE.
These teams are already involved in the framework of funding obtained through a call for projects from the Defender
of Rights on the study of "particular vulnerability resulting from the economic situation" (« éclairages sociologiques en
vue d'une meilleure appréhension par le droit antidiscriminatoire » - ESADA project).
The doctoral research funded by this project would aim to legally address the issue of non-recourse to social rights.
Indeed, if the non-recourse is an object of study, which from a scientific point of view, is already well defined in the
socio-political fields and to a lesser extent, economic, force is to note the lack of interest of which jurists have so far,
very largely, demonstrated in its regard.
It would be a question of adopting a moderate external point of view on the law, so as to open the comprehension of
the legal phenomenon to the data produced by the socio-political studies of the non-recourse to social rights.
Concretely, this would involve experimenting with the inclusion of data produced by socio-political studies of the nonuse of several social benefits, in the field of legal analysis of the mechanisms that establish and regulate these benefits.
Therefore, without calling into question the border between law and non-law, it would be a question of theorizing and
applying a new way of understanding social rights legally, with the idea that this approach could ultimately, in crossreferencing the data produced by legal and social disciplines, enriching the theory of fundamental social rights. The
ambition of doctoral research would be on the one hand to question the feasibility and relevance of this approach, and
on the other hand, to identify normative orientations likely to participate in reducing the phenomenon of non-recourse.
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Team description (N+1 and colleagues) : under the authority of …. Team composed of X agents (X A, X B, X C…)
The doctoral student will complete a thesis in public law, under the co-supervision of Serge SLAMA, professor of public
law (CRJ), and Laurence DUMOULIN, researcher at the CNRS (Pacte). It will be hosted both within the CRJ (Centre de
recherches juridiques) within the Faculty of Law and the Social Sciences Laboratory, and PACTE within the ODENORE
team (Observatory of non-recourse to rights and services).
The team is also made up of Héléna REVIL (ODENORE) and Julie ARROYO (CRJ)
Position’s mission and main activities
Etude du NOn-Recours aux DrOits Sociaux (ENORDOS)
Mission:
This project aims to carry out a transdisciplinary study, combining legal and sociological analyzes, on the non-use of
social rights (ENORDOS). This involves creating a new collective dynamic between a legal laboratory (CRJ) and a social
science laboratory (PACTE). The non-use of rights has long been a strong focus of University research thanks to ODENORE
Main activities:
List here the activities in the order of importance or quota

Ph D. in Public law under the co-supervision of Serge SLAMA (professor of public law, CRJ) and Laurence DUMOULIN
(CNRS researcher, Pacte)
Doctoral research would aim to legally address the issue of non-recourse to social rights. Indeed, if the non-recourse is
an object of study, which from a scientific point of view, is already well defined in the socio-political fields and to a
lesser extent, economic, force is to note the lack of interest of which jurists have so far, very largely, demonstrated in
its regard.

Restriction or constraints related to the position
no

Desired profile
Expected skills (priority) :


Trade skills/ expertise

master's degree in law or political science or sociology


Personal skills

Dynamique
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Supervisory mission: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Number of agents supervised per category:

….. A, ….. B, …… C

Desired professional experience : ☒ beginner

☐ 2 to 5 years

Previous formation, diplomas:
First Experience in the public domain would be appreciated.
Event - Objective result (s) fixing the end of the agent's mission:
3 years of ADR, possibly supplemented by an ATERAT one or two additional years
General information

Contact for the questions related to the position:
First name, LAST NAME, position:
SLAMA Serge, professeur de droit public ; ARROYO Julie, Maître de conférences en droit public
Mail : serge.slama@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
julie.arroyo@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

Annexe diffusion PhD
à compléter en anglais

Informations projet de recherche
Description du sujet
Sujet de thèse
Mots clés
Champ scientifiques
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Champs scientifiques secondaires
Ecole doctorale
Directeur de thèse (NOM Prénom, mail)
Co-encadrant (NOM Prénom, mail)
Co-tutelle
Co-financement

OUI/NON
OUI/NON

Calendrier
Date début diffusion
Date fin diffusion
Date limite candidature
Date pré-sélection (facultatif)
Date début entretien
Date résultats sélection
Date début de contrat
Dossier candidature
Documents à fournir

CV
LM
Lettre de recommandation
Articles
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